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Richard busy working out the dollars per lumen hours 
 
Hi Bob & Jon 
 
I just opened the new Bunnings catalogue.  
On page 18, with other lighting stuff and opposite the ladders on pg 19, is a 
PHILIPS 8W LED (Warm White with Bayonette Cap) that produces 600 lumens for 
$13.49. 
  
The OSRAMs that I paid $10 for only produce 250 lumens,  
The bright one that I have aiming towards the meeting table, produces 900 lumens and 
cost me $30. 
600 lumens for $13.50 looks like a good deal for a very practical level of brightness.  
  
If we assume 15 lumens per incandescent Watt, then these 600 lumen LED lamps are 
equivalent to traditional 40 Watt light bulbs, but with a colour distribution that's more 
like a 60W frosted bulb. (Less orange than some 40W incandescent bulbs.) 
  
I still love my $30 LED lamp because 900 lumens is an excellent output, at least as 
bright as a 60W incandescent. 
  
You are also paying for service life. My $30, 900 lm, 10W LED bulb promises 
50,000 hours.  
That's 50 years @ 2.7 h/day;  25 years @ 5.5 hours per day, or 12.5 years @ 11h/day. 
dollars per million lumen-hours:  $30 *100,000,000 / (900 x 50,000) =  $0.67 
per M lm-h 
  
The cheap 250 lm OSRAMs claim 15 years with fine print saying they mean 15,000 
hours @ 2.7 h/day. 
dollars per million lumen-hours:  $10 *100,000,000 / (250 x 15,000) = $2.66 per M 
lm-h 
  
The 600 lm Panasonic bulb says 25,000 hours and 25 years, so 2.7 h/day seems to be 
the standard. 
dollars per million lumen-hours:  $21 *100,000,000 / (600 x 25,000) = $1.40 per M 
lm-h 
  
I looked up the Bunnings PHILIPS lamps and they say 15,000 hours like the 
OSRAMs. 
dollars per million lumen-hours:  $13.50 *100,000,000 / (600 x 15,000) = $1.50 per 
M lm-h 
  
By this measure my $30 LED is half the price of others, because of its brightness and 
long life. 
  
Because I'm curious, let's look at a 60W incandescent (900 lumens x 1000 hours) 
costing $0.67  (a 3-pack for $2). 
dollars per million lumen-hours:  $0.67 *100,000,000 / (900 x 1,000) =  $0.74 
per M lm-h 
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That means my $30 LED is the absolute cheapest lighting hardware device without 
considering the 83% energy savings! (Provided it does last the full 50,000 hours 
claimed.) 
 
 
Cheers, 
Richard 
 
 
SIDE BAR  
Equivalent lumens for traditional incandescent lamp power ratings... 
I have one lamp packet (from Panasonic) which equates 600 lumens with a 60W 
incandescent. That provides a convenient conversion factor of 10 lumens per 
incandescent watt - but I don't believe them because their lamp is not that bright. 
The same factor is used by OSRAM in claiming that 250 lm is equivalent to a 25W 
incendescent. 
  
I have another (CFL) lamp packet which claims 800 lumens was equivalent to a 65W 
incandescent.  
That works out to 12.3 lumens per incandescent Watt. That's a bit more like it, in 
subjective terms. 
  
Wikipedia says: "The luminous efficacy of a typical incandescent bulb is 16 lumens per 

watt..." 
That's pretty good - maybe they tested a halogen bulb or American bulbs are better? 
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Fracking shale, methane gas, the end of us and all such stuff 
 
Note from Richard to me 10/3/14: 
 
Hi Jon, 
  
Prompted by this geopolitical gas article you sent, I spent 3 hours yesterday morning 
(Sunday) putting together a piece about Gas - including 2 informative attachments.  
Unfortunately my work vanished when my modem lost its connection to the internet. I 
think my e-mail client hung itself when it could not complete downloading an e-mail. 
(Maybe that was it - I don't really know, but it was bloody annoying!)  Please forgive 
me for not getting around to repeating the exercise, as I've got plenty on at the 
moment. 
  
 
Cheers, 
Richard 
  
 
Follow on note from Richard: 
 
Hi Jon etc 
  
I suspect that gas article is a self serving fantasy of the US fracking shale gas industry. 
But, I suppose, the big fossil fuel companies have been manipulating US foreign 
policy since Reagan and frequently dictating it since George Bush 1st, so there is an 
established track record of today's fossil fuelled fantasies turning into tomorrows' 
invasions.  
  
In a few years, when the US starts exporting lots of gas, they apparently hope 
to replace Russia as the world's gas Czar. It just sounds like envy to me. 
  
In their mad rush towards fracking the future of the planet, they blind themselves to 
two critical facts:- 
  
1)  The initial rush of gas released by fracking quickly fades away, so the US will be 
using their new fast-tracked gas export terminals for importing gas from Russia and 
the rest of the world a decade or two later. This is a repeat of the US behaviour with 
oil. The "peaking" of US oil supplies in the early 1970s had been predicted in the late 
1950s, but the science was deliberately ignored until the "Oil Shocks" hit the US - and 
the world. 
  
2) Fracking shale for gas is even worse than coal-seam gas in terms of 
releasing "fugitive emissions" of methane - which is a very powerful greenhouse gas. 
This proportion of leakage is sufficient to make the use of methane extracted by these 
methods WORSE THAN BURNING COAL in terms of global warming. The effects 
of fracking on ground water and farmland are well known. 
  
The most powerful influence of current US policy on Russia is the melting of their 
Arctic coast line. If Russia was having a similar effect on the US coast line, would the 
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US just sit back and take it? But its not just Russia.The US unconventional fossil fuel 
industries are attacking the livelihoods of every nation in the world simultaneously. 
And, as usual, Australia is eager to join any US war. 
  
Please read on. There are also a couple of attachments supporting the science behind 
these positions. 
 
 
Cheers, 
Richard 
  
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmospheric_methane 
  

 Methane as a greenhouse gas 

Methane in the Earth's atmosphere is an important greenhouse gas with a global warming 

potential of 34 over a 100-year period. This means that a methane emission will have 34 

times the impact on temperature of a carbon dioxide emission of the same mass over the 

following 100 years. Methane has a large effect for a brief period (a net lifetime of 12.4 years 

in the atmosphere), whereas carbon dioxide has a small effect for a long period (over 100 

years). Because of this difference in effect and time period, the global warming potential of 

methane over a 20 year time period is 86. The Earth's methane concentration has increased 

by about 150% since 1750, and it accounts for 20% of the total radiative forcing from all of the 

long-lived and globally mixed greenhouse gases.
[4]

   

 

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com.au/2013/06/mean-methane-levels-reach-1800-ppb.html 

  

TUESDAY, JUNE 18, 2013 

   

Mean Methane Levels reach 1800 ppb 
  

On May 9, 2013, the daily mean concentration of carbon dioxide in the 
atmosphere of Mauna Loa, Hawaii,surpassed 400 parts per million (ppm) for the 
first time since measurements began in 1958. This is 120 ppm higher than pre-
industrial peak levels. This unfortunate milestone was widely reported in the 
media. 
 
Now another milestone has been reached that looks even more threatening than 
the above one. On the morning of June 16, 2013, methane levels reached an 
average mean of 1800 parts per billion (ppb). This is 1100 ppb higher than pre-
industrial peak levels. 

Each day, with the assistance of sunlight, a small proportion of the methane 

present in the atmosphere reacts with oxygen, to form CO2 and water vapour. 

Like many processes this follows the characteristics of exponential decay - like a 

cup of tea cooling down to room temperature - except that new methane is added 

every day - so it's more like adding heat to the tea while it's cooling down.  
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With all examples of exponential decay, the rate of change depends upon the 

remaining difference. With the cup of tea, the rate of cooling depends on the 

temperature difference between the tea and the room. With methane, the 

"remaining difference" is the absolute concentration of methane in the 

atmosphere. Each day, a small proportion of what remains in the atmosphere 

reacts with oxygen, so, even if no methane was added, the concentration would 

never quite get down to zero.  Likewise, a cooling cup of tea is always slightly 

(even immeasurably) warmer than its surroundings. (This is theoretical because, 

in the real world, the background temperature might rise or fall and complicate 

the assumptions of the simple model.) 

   

Methane in the atmosphere eventually gets converted to CO2 and H2O (oxidised). 

I am told that the "lifetime" of methane in the atmosphere is about 12.4 years. 

That refers to the "mean lifetime" of each molecule, which is apparently another 

term for the "time constant" used in the mathematical formula for exponential 

decay. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greenhouse_gas#Atmospheric_lifetime 

  

If no additional methane is added to the system, after a period of one 

"time constant",  36.788% of the "initial" quantity remains behind. That looks like 

an incovenient number, but it arises out of a definition (involving the fundamental 

exponential constant called "e") which greatly simplifies and standardises the 

mathematical formulae for this sort of process. 

  

A more intuitive way to understand "exponential dacay" is to use the "half-life" 

definition. The half life is about 69.3% of the "time constant" (or "mean lifetime") 

- so we calculate that the half-life for methane is around 8.6 years. After 

two half-lives, 17.2 years, one quarter remains in the atmosphere, one eighth 

after 25.8 years and so on.  You can appreciate that 90% of the stuff has 

degraded to carbon dioxide (CO2) after 30 years. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exponential_decay 

  

Recapping:- Tonne for tonne, methane generates 34 times more warming than carbon 

dioxide over 100 years. But it's actually much more powerful than that during the initial period 

while the methane is still present in the atmosphere. Every invisible plume of methane 

produces a short intense burst of warming which fades away over a couple of decades while 

the methane degrades to the less intense but long-lasting greehouse gas, carbon dioxide. 

The burst of warming looks less severe than it is when it is averaged over 100 years, because 

it is effectively unity for the last 70 years. Averaged over the first 20 years, the Global 

Warming Potential (GWP) for methane is 86 times that of CO2 and even higher when 

considered over shorter periods. These are facts which should not be ignored, because short 

term warming matters.  

  

Surely it's the long term warming effect that counts - why should the initial 

burst of warming matter?  

The short term GWP of methane is highly relevant to estimating and managing 

the peak temperature the planet will reach before the end of this century. This 

peak temperature is critical because it can trigger irreversible events - so called 

"positive feedback mechanisms to global warming" - such as the uncontrollable 
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release of more methane currently locked up in frozen permafrost. It's worth 

noting that every one degree increase in the global average temperature comes 

with three degrees of warming at the polar regions and accelerates the melting of 

the planet's temperature regulating ice caps. 

  

Pre-industrial atmospheric levels of methane were around 700 parts per billion 

(ppb) and the concentration is currently (mid 2013) around 1800 ppb.  Methane 

concentrations in the Arctic region are around 1850 ppb because methane has 

already been spewing from the melting Siberian Tundra! 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_methane_release 
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Richard goes berserk about Government denying support for the 
underprivileged  

 
What has caused more long term destruction-  

The A-bomb, 
or  

Government welfare programs created to buy the 
Votes of those who want someone to take care of them ? 

You are quite right that corporate welfare and other gifts, privileges and handouts to 
those able to buy corrupt influence have killed and poisoned the worthy dreams of the 
American Founding Fathers who sought to create a just and equitable society where 
land was free for everyone.  Make land free again and end the Age of Entitlement 
that supports parasites sitting on their arses collecting rent from working people. 

Japan does not have a welfare system. 
Somebody is a lying asshole. It is every business's duty to provide jobs and look after 
the welfare of employees. It used to be a whole of life commitment until Western 
economists forced the Japanese to invent unemployment.  What Japanese still find 
immoral is blaming the victims of a deliberate policy of unemployment. And people 
who advocate for slavery disguised under some other more marketable name. 
  

Work for it or do without.  
That certainly is what we should be compelling our corporations to do. Train and 
employ these people or lose your licence to operate in this society. No more corporate 
welfare! Quick, can somebody give me a million to buy influence in Washington. Oh. 
Better make that 200 million, but the return is worth multi-billions in government 
handouts, so I can afford a high interest rate. 

 

These are possibly the 5 best sentences you'll ever read 
and all applicable to this experiment: 

 
  

1. You cannot legislate the poor into prosperity by legislating 
the wealthy out of prosperity. 

Al Capone also agrees that "finder's keepers" is the true law and "restitution" is a 
totally insane idea and a waste of everybody's time. The prosperity of thieves suffers 
and they have to work even harder, which boosts the crime rate and the scale of rip 
offs and unrefusable offers. Victims don't benefit from restitution or pay back because 
they only get victimised again and again until we all end up back where we started. 
Social scientists, who collect evidence in the hope of testing the claims of 
gangsters from all sides, tell us that the most prosperous societies are those with a 
more even distribution of income, where the capacity of the rich to rip off the poor is 
somewhat curtailed and slave wages are illegal. Only government can make and 
enforce the rules required to bring about a fair and more equitable society and only 
then, if the corruption of paid lobbying and political donations are made illegal so that 
Democracy is not swamped by Plutocracy. 
  

2. What one person receives without working for, 
another person must work for without receiving. 

That's right - honest working people carry the Republican Rent collectors on their 
backs and they are too heavy. The "entitled & privileged" so called "owners" of the 
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free gifts of nature (such as land for example) and those with social power (such as 
media conglomerates and oil corporations) have to be dis-empowered, so that wage 
slaves may become free to keep and exchange the full value of their labour without 
being forced to pay extortionate prices to those who maintain and control 
today's "institutionalised protection racket". 
  

3. The government cannot give to anybody anything 
that the government does not first take from somebody else. 

The truth is completely the reverse. Government started out owning everything, the 
land and all above and below it - otherwise government would have had no right 
to entitle the privileged with legally enforcable property rights. Currency Issuing 
Sovereign Governments actually own all of their legal tender, so, more correctly, 
nobody can take nor dispose of a single dollar, breath of air or glass of water which is 
not a gift of government.  

Government cannot take from anybody anything which it does not already own. 

Examine all your money and "render unto Caesar".  
Perhaps government should reclaim all the land and natural resources which it still 
allows families and corporations to exploit. Perhaps it is time "we the people" taught 
the bastards a lesson about selfish, agressive and hateful greed and their lazy self 
entitlement. 

That which you did not make yourself out of nothing is only ever borrowed. Treat 

it with respect for all things belong both to today and the future.  
When you have the ability to make your own living planet, then you may treat it as 
your own unshared toy and chant mine, mine, mine all day long. The Earth will be 
better off for it. 
In the meantime - without govenment you could have nothing whatsoever. 
  

4. You cannot multiply wealth by dividing it ! 
Absolute crap. Money is like blood - it has to keep circulating to be of any use to 
anybody. Perhaps "wealth" is not necessarily money, but what else? Let's look at land 
then. A lot more wealth is created by 1,000 people each cultivating 10 acres of good 
land, than by one person roaming around 10,000 acres. Dividing the land generates 
much more real wealth. 
  

5 When half of the people get the idea that they do not have to work 
because the other half is going to take care of them, and when the other 
half gets the idea that it does no good to work because somebody else 

is going to get what they work for, that is the beginning of the end of any 
nation. 

Again we agree that far too much the toil of workers is going into supporting rich 
parasites who are so tight they even deny people employment until starving people 
accept ever lower rates of pay. Next, they pay soulless lying "Trolls for Hire" 
to brainwash the vulnerable with toxic crap like the self serving predudice 
disseminated by the original e-mail. 
  

Can you think of a reason for not sharing this all the way back 
again? 

Neither can I. 
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Yes, folks. The corporate takover of America's democracy is already complete. All 
they need to do now is to get rid of the last remnants of democracy by turning the 
people against the only power which might ever represent their interests.  
 
 
Richard 
 


